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Abstract 

This Geographic Information Systems (GIS) consultation for John Hart Real Estate, hereafter 

JHRE, revealed that by using the publicly available Zoning Shapefile from the Los Angeles County 

GIS Data Portal’s Countywide Zoning page, Assessor Identification Numbers (AINs) can be 

identified within areas likely to be Gentrified. Since JHRE is mainly concerned with single-family 

homes, the Zone Code field in the Zoning Shapefile was used to run a Definition Query in ArcGIS 

for Desktop to reveal only those Zone Codes that are R-1 (single-family). These unique field 

identifiers (R1-AINs) can then be converted into addresses and reveal current and prior home 

values using the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Portal. Converting AINs to Addresses allowed 

this GIS to organize a list of the identified AINs from least to greatest home value, which this GIS 

then filtered to reveal only those R1-AINs (single-family homes) that were in the bottom fortieth 

percentile of median home values, as this was identified during initial research to be the most-

likely segment of single-family homeowners to experience gentrification. Finally, using layers 

containing location points of Breweries, HUD Revitalization Areas, Medical Marijuana 

Dispensaries, LA Metro Stations, Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods, and Sports Stadiums within LA 

County (all based on scholarly research identifying these locations as potential drivers of 

gentrification), this GIS was able to rank the identified single-family homes by proximity to these 

geographic locations to reveal the single-family homes in the bottom fortieth-percentile of median 

home values which are at the greatest risk of becoming gentrified.  

Keywords: Geographic Information Systems, Gentrification, Assessor Identification 

Number, Zoning Shapefile, Zone Code, Median Home Values. 
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Predicting Gentrification and Identifying Real Estate Trends: GIS for John Hart Real Estate 

 

Tasked with choosing to create a Geographic Information System (GIS) 

Design/Prototype or an implementation plan, this study chose to consult with JHRE to make the 

Design/Prototype the main focus of this project, and provide a supplementary implementation 

plan and proof-of-concept. JHRE provides realtors in LA County with information products such 

as mapping tools that aid in identifying leads, coupling census data and property title records, 

and in return for their services the realtors pay a percentage of their commission on each sale to 

JHRE. The topic of gentrification was used to lend scrutiny in this study of real estate trend 

forecasting, in how it could affect change on real estate values. This study chose to utilize GIS to 

first map the points identified in the studies examined, which revealed correlations between 

gentrification, Public Transit Stations, Sports Stadiums, Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods Markets, 

Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, Breweries, and Office of Housing and Urban Development 

Designated Revitalization Areas. To derive actionable value-added recommendations, this GIS 

had to find a way to de-anonymize the exact addresses of the land parcels that intersected layers 

and attributes in this GIS’ selected queries. This was done by using the Los Angeles County 

Assessor’s Zoning layer, which established the boundaries of each parcel, while revealing the 

Assessor’s Identification Number (AIN) of each. With the primary driver of revenue for JHRE 

being single family homes (represented as either R-1 or R1 in the Zoning Code field of the 

master Zoned Parcels database), this GIS could run queries isolating only those parcels that were 

labeled R-1 or R1. Finally, this list of AINs was converted to addresses. From these addresses 

JHRE can create lists for leads, targeted marketing materials, and perform additional analysis.   
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Background on John Hart Real Estate 

John Hart Real Estate, hereafter JHRE, is a full-service real estate firm with seven offices 

located across the greater Los Angeles Metropolitan Area. Founded in 2011, it was established 

with the sole purpose of redefining real estate. Unlike many traditional real estate firms which 

are owner operated or independent franchise offices, JHRE is wholly owned by one entity. This 

model makes it possible for the agents to operate out of any of the office locations allowing them 

access to more areas.  JHRE currently has more than twenty-six full-time employees that serve 

the needs of the hundreds of agents who list under JHRE. These agents operate as independent 

contractors and are not considered full-time employees.  

Over the course of the company's history, JHRE has become known as an industry leader 

for the support that it provides its agents. By providing the agents with all the tools necessary to 

successfully sell a property, JHRE has witnessed rapid growth and is projected to continue this 

growth into the future (Maseredjian, 2017). To remain competitive and sustain current growth, 

JHRE has invested in various information systems that allow it to identify potential clients.     

JHRE is in the process of further enhancing its ability to serve its clients by investing in 

Geographic Information Systems. The Real Estate industry in Southern California is highly 

competitive and oversaturated with realtors.  Investing in GIS will give JHRE a competitive 

advantage over other realtors and real estate brokers in Southern California by giving it tools for 

spatial analysis and predictive analytics based in scholarly research.  
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Organizational Overview  

 

Figure O1, above, displays JHRE’s Organization Chart, with Department Legend and GIS users. 

JHRE is composed of two units; the support staff and the agents. The support staff are 

responsible for all the backend (paperwork, legal formalities, inquiries) work needed to complete 

a real estate transaction from initial listing to the closing of escrow. The support staff are all 

employees of JHRE. 

 The agents are independent contractors that list the homes, hold the real estate license 

needed for each transaction, follow through with securing leads, and the direct interaction with 
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each buyer or seller and their representative. This structure makes it possible for each agent to 

serve multiple clients at one time, maximizing the number of clients an individual agent can 

serve. The Figure below represents this.  

 

Department Descriptions  

JHRE consists of four departments; Media, Realtor Relations, Business Development, 

and Executive. These departments function together to support the listing agents.  

The Media Department consists of a Media Director, Senior Graphic Designer, Graphic 

Designer, and Senior Web Developer. This department produces marketing materials such as 

brochures, mailers, online listings, and web pages.  It supports its listing agents by providing the 

materials needed by the agents such as mailer and email design, listing signs, brochures, and 

listing designs. In addition to the responsibilities to the agents, the media department is also 

responsible for SEO, website development and maintenance, marketing campaigns, and all other 

marketing needs for JHRE itself.  
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The Realtor Relations Department helps the agents with requests they have as well as 

provides a point of contact for agents to reach JHRE. This department is the largest in terms of 

the number of employees it has compared to other departments, due to the number of agents that 

must be supported. This department is separated into units that serve the needs of a specific set of 

agents. Each unit consists of at least one Agent Liaison, Assistant Agent Liaisons, and Liaison 

Assistants. They process requests of agents and forward them to the necessary department.  

The Business Development Department oversees the financial and logistical aspects of a 

listing. This includes, but is not limited to, escrow, listing, showing, scheduling, inspections, and 

financial transactions. This department supports the agents by ensuring all paperwork is filed 

properly and all regulations are followed. It also acts as showing coordinators for open houses 

and provides field coordinators that can be present at open houses to assist the agents.  

JHRE’s Executive team consists of the CEO, the Vice President, and the Director of 

Business and Legal Affairs. The Director of Business and Legal Affairs ensures that the 

organization operates in accordance with all current real estate laws and regulations, acting as 

council to both the CEO and VP.  The VP will be the primary user of the proposed GIS. This 

position not only manages the multiple departments, but is also tasked with the expansion of 

JHRE. The Vice President in conjunction with the CEO, formulate, develop, and implement the 

strategic plan of JHRE. The CEO oversees the organization and holds the broker’s license of the 

company.  

 The “customers” that the support team serves are the Listing Agents. These individuals 

are licensed real estate agents, who use JHRE’s services to enhance the success rates of 

converting listings into sales. The listing agents can serve more clients than a traditional realtor 

because of the support provided by JHRE. This support frees up their time so they can focus on 
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growing their client base, generating new listings, and generating exposure. JHRE’s model 

became so successful that it now has a waitlist for new agents (Maseredjian, 2017). 

Current Condition of JHRE 

 JHRE has expanded steadily since its founding in 2011 by leveraging its ability to 

provide its agents with the support needed to be successful in the real estate industry. The 

organization has fostered a positive reputation not only among agents but also home buyers and 

sellers. JHRE is currently projected to continue to expand as the real estate market in Southern 

California grows. The next steps for continued growth is to further expand JHRE’s support team 

so it can service more agents and invest in tools that will allow it to more accurately and 

efficiently predict market trends in local communities to focus its resources and agents.  

External Environmental Analysis on the Real Estate Industry in LA County 

Business Environment 

 The business environment of JHRE is highly competitive, heavily regulated, and 

extremely saturated. In terms of its internal environment, there is competition between the listing 

agents to procure listings and complete sales. This must be monitored to insure there is no 

infighting, cannibalism, or loss of revenue due to these factors. The support team works to insure 

the needs of the agents are met, that agents are retained, and that new agents are enlisted.  

 The primary drivers of growth for JHRE are the listing agents. The growth of the listing 

agents is tied directly to growth in JHRE’s revenue. Each new agent can bring in more listings 

and completed sales; which is the primary source of revenue for the company. The goal of the 

organization is to provide unmatched support and flexibility to the agents so they can perform 

their duties effectively and efficiently.  
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PESTEL Analysis 

 

Table 1p, above, displays the PESTEL analysis findings of this study’s initial external market 

environment, used later for the SWOT analysis.  
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Political 

 In the real estate industry, one must consult current and past legislation, to plan for 

possible trends that might increase costs of doing business. Zoning laws place stringent 

restrictions that the real estate industry must consider when procuring leads and deploying 

resources. Tax policies are another important aspect of the political forces affecting change on 

the real estate industry, as they affect home values and payment changes.  

Economic 

 Times of economic changes carry unique weight in how they affect change on the real 

estate industry, and for this reason, economic change must be continuously monitored to foresee 

and plan for possible business threats. The Federal Reserve lending rates can alter the real estate 

industry by either restricting, or loosening lending controls, which directly impacts bank-issued 

home loans. Inflation can cause costs to rise, which might lead to higher taxes, which might 

affect value changes of homes. Income changes could lead to homeowners being unable to afford 

mortgages, and might hinder buyers from affording homes; and the opposite could signal a good 

time to invest in more marketing materials to turn leads into sales. These variables can be at the 

micro or macro-economic levels, and can have profound impacts on the real estate industry. 

Social 

 Population growth, stagnancy, or reductions are important indications of gentrification, 

and are important to the real estate industry. Age changes of areas, and ethnicity changes 

(primarily) have been at the forefront of gentrification change observations that the real estate 

industry can monitor. Healthcare and education are also two drivers of gentrification, as research 

revealed that areas that have been gentrified have better healthcare and education. JHRE can 

consider these changes when performing its predictive analytics on its external environment. 
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Technological 

 As technology changes, so does the real estate industry’s ability to respond to changes. 

Geographic Information Systems allow firms to map these changes. Internet-connectivity 

provides mobile access and remote monitoring capabilities that did not exist before. Mobile 

smartphones provide mapping, and internet connectivity to make communicating vital real-time 

information more efficient and effective. Finally, as cloud storage improves, data storage 

becomes cheaper and more readily accessible over the internet. 

Environmental 

 Variables such as pollution and weather can drastically affect changes in the real estate 

industry. Emission laws and energy-efficient appliances in homes are drivers for appreciating 

home values or depreciating them, and this is a result of external environmental pressures on 

companies and homes to reduce their carbon footprints. The real estate industry must be able to 

map changes in these trends to better represent their clients and create new customers over time. 

Legal 

 The real estate industry deals with private personal and financial information of 

individual home-buyers and home-sellers, and this data must be kept protected. Equal 

opportunity employment is something the real estate industry must consider as to not break any 

employment laws or discriminate against anyone. Privacy of owner transfer documents is 

important and must be kept private from competitors. Additionally, the real estate industry is 

regulated at a state and city government level, and due to this each agent must have a license and 

JHRE must maintain its broker’s license.   
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Proposed Training Schedule for JHRE GIS 

This proposed GIS requires end-user knowledge and familiarity with Esri’s ArcGIS 

Online, Business Analyst Online, and ArcGIS for Desktop. However, with the GIS already built, 

JHRE staff only need to know how to query, view, input, and export reports and datasets. 

Therefore, although they will require some training, it will be for no longer than one-week per 

program. So, as displayed in Table S1, below, there are five JHRE employees using the GIS 

programs, but only three of them will use all three programs (Harout Keuroghlian (CEO), John 

Maseredjian (VP), and Megan Husri (Director: Business Development). Ani Garibyan, (Director: 

Business and Legal Affairs), and Henrik Shaknazarian (Director: Realtor Relations), are only 

going to be trained on Esri’s Business Analyst Online. Over the course of three weeks, JHRE 

will be trained in the skills it requires to operate the proposed GIS, with a total cost of $14,540, 

which includes the costs of one-year of licensing on the three programs used (Business Analyst 

Online, ArcGIS Online, and ArcGIS for Desktop), the cost of the GIS technician to train the 

JHRE staff, and considers the cost of lost productivity from the JHRE staff being trained. See 

Table T1, below, displaying the three-week training schedule for JHRE staff to learn how to 

operate the proposed GIS, including costs of doing so.  
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Figure O2, above, displays JHRE’s GIS application users, and the programs they will be using. 

 

Figure O3, above, is the estimated costs associated with training.  
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Supportive Research Linking Gentrification and Real Estate Valuation 

Gentrification and Real Estate  

Conducting a PESTEL analysis on the real-estate industry revealed that gentrification is a 

variable found when identifying potential market disruptors. “Gentrification is a simultaneously 

spatial and social practice that results in ‘the transformation of a working-class or vacant area of 

the central city into middle-class residential or commercial use’ (Lees, Slater, & Wyly, 2008) – 

meaning the influx of both capital (real estate investment) and higher-income or –educated 

residents. Displacement – when households are forced to move out of their neighborhood-- can 

be a negative outcome of gentrification, but may also precede it (Marcuse, 1986). Real estate 

investors, including prospective home-buyers, certainly take an interest in gentrification.” 

(Chapple, 2010). For the purposes of applying GIS to this topic, it was important that this GIS 

used this research to identify the parameters for which this GIS could map using demographic, 

socioeconomic, and home value layers over the last five to ten years; which this GIS could use to 

identify spatial patterns over time that might aid in predicting future trends that this study could 

further scrutinize under the identified gentrification parameters.  

Gentrification  

The term gentrification has many definitions depending on the source. What is generally 

agreed upon is that gentrification will cause a change in the local economy and demographics. 

For clarification, the definition put forth by the filmmakers of “Flag Wars,” a film and 

corresponding report compiled for PBS on gentrification, they define the term as meaning, 

Gentrification is a general term for the arrival of wealthier people in an existing urban 

district, a related increase in rents and property values, and changes in the district's 

character and culture. The term is often used negatively, suggesting the displacement of 
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poor communities by rich outsiders. But the effects of gentrification are complex and 

contradictory, and its real impact varies. Many aspects of the gentrification process are 

desirable. Who wouldn't want to see reduced crime, new investment in buildings and 

infrastructure, and increased economic activity in their neighborhoods? Unfortunately, 

the benefits of these changes are often enjoyed disproportionately by the new arrivals, 

while the established residents find themselves economically and socially marginalized 

(Bryant & Poitras, 2003). 

This definition is used as a basis for the GIS. What is important to note about 

gentrification for the purposes of this GIS is that there is a corresponding increase in property 

values when a community begins to gentrify. This change in property values can be quantified as 

the difference between the expected appreciation and the actual. This creates a state of market 

disequilibrium where the perceived value of a home can be exploited by the seller. Research 

conducted by Dr. Ken Steif, Director of the Master of Urban Spatial Analytics at the University 

of Pennsylvania, explains how disequilibrium in a housing market on a census tract level can be 

an indicator of gentrification. Census tracts … “with more heterogeneous prices, is more 

indicative of a neighborhood in flux – one where local housing market agents are capitalizing 

into an uncertain future.” (Steif, 2014).  

The ability to accurately predict areas that are at a higher risk of gentrification presents an 

opportunity for real estate agents as they would be able to capitalize on the unquantifiable value 

increase that gentrification causes. In markets with homogeneous property values (areas where 

most homes sell for close to the same price per square feet, improvements, etc.), there is little 

flexibility to increase the price above the expected market value. In a gentrifying neighborhood 

property values are not only appreciating at a higher than average rate, but they are projected to 
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do so into the future. Being able to predict this “…uncertain future…” (Steif, 2014) presents 

agents with an opportunity to purchase homes in areas with a higher probability of huge 

appreciation or sell homes for more than their perceived value.  

Key to the GIS is accurately identifying areas with a higher probability of gentrifying, 

and being able to predict where the gentrification trends, such as an increase in property value, 

will spread. To do this, research was conducted to identify both drivers and indicators of 

gentrification and how gentrification spreads once it has begun. Drivers, being tangible changes 

in the community such as investment in public transportation, building of new stadiums, or a 

change in the business landscape. Indicators, being intangible changes such as in the 

demographics of the community, home values, education levels, crime rates, and ethnicity.   

Endogenous Gentrification 

Research conducted on gentrification, by Dr. Ken Steif, found a pattern in the way 

gentrification spreads and coined the term endogenous gentrification. The author describes this 

trend with,  

A key ingredient in this GIS’ model is a positive neighborhood externality: individuals 

like to live next to richer neighbors. This generates an equilibrium where households 

segregate based upon their income. In response to a citywide demand shock, higher 

income residents will choose to expand their housing by migrating into the poorer 

neighborhoods that directly abut the initial richer neighborhoods. The in-migration of the 

richer residents into these border neighborhoods will bid up prices in those 

neighborhoods causing the original poorer residents to migrate out. We refer to this 

process as "endogenous gentrification" (Steif, 2014).  
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What the authors found is that proximity to amenities and desirable neighborhoods is an 

important factor in the way gentrification spreads. The study found that gentrification will spread 

outward from a center point towards the communities that are in the closest proximity and with 

lower home values. Knowing this information allows the GIS user to predict where, once 

identified, gentrification will spread once it has started. This is done by identifying “price as a 

function of spatial lag” (Steif, 2014). This model surmises that by using the average home price 

of census tracts surrounding a chosen tract and their corresponding proximity to that tract, one 

can predict what locations will experience gentrification first.  Below are representations of this 

theory.  

  

Figure G1 displays the model that Steif (2014) created to display the spatial lag of values. 

 

 As this pattern moves out from its centroid, it naturally intersects boundaries of 

neighborhoods that were previously valued or classified as poorer neighborhoods; and when this 

occurs, poorer neighborhoods appreciate in home value, attracting occupants looking to be near 

richer neighborhoods, thus out-bidding previous occupants.  
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Drivers of Gentrification  

Public Transportation 

         A primary driver of gentrification is the continued expansion of public transportation 

outward from the urban core of a metropolitan area (Steif, 2014). The expansion of public 

transportation can make neighborhoods once considered remote by urban standards into 

commuter cities. Research conducted by Miriam Zuk and Karen Chapple of University of 

Berkeley found that “New fixed-rail transit has a generally positive effect on both residential and 

commercial property values, but its impact varies substantially according to context.” (Zuk, p. 

19, 2015). Furthermore, correlations between public transportation and a change in the 

demographics of an area have also been research and documented. Zuk and Chapple note this 

stating, “Studies have also found that the real estate premiums associated with rail investment 

can alter the demographic composition of the surrounding neighborhood (R. Diaz 1999; Cervero 

and Duncan 2004; Lin 2002)” (Zuk, p.22, 2015). With the research establishing a link between 

public transportation and gentrification, further research was done to apply the Los Angeles 

Metro’s expansion to this study’s GIS prototype.   

In Los Angeles County, the increased investment in public transportation infrastructure 

has given rise to a rail system that includes four lines and two subways servicing ninety-three 

stations over one-hundred five miles of track (Metro Facts at a Glance, 2017). Per LA Metro’s 

Long Range Transportation Plan, the current system is expected to expand with two new rail 

lines under construction with three more planned (LRTP, 2017). The goal is to create an 

integrated public transportation system that will link Down Town, The Westside, Long Beach, 

High Desert, San Fernando Valley, and San Gabriel Valley (LRTP, 2017). 
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After mapping both the current and proposed expansions of the Los Angeles Metro 

stations, scrutiny was placed on stations that had either just recently opened or were nearing 

completion. These locations, also known as transit-oriented districts (TODs), were chosen as 

they fit the criteria established in the research. According to Zuk and Chapple,  

Transit and transit-oriented districts (TODs) are viewed as desirable amenities in urban 

neighborhoods due to their accessibility. Scholars have found that areas adjacent to 

transit stops often experience thriving commercial activity with the introduction of shops, 

restaurants and other businesses that attract commuters and non-commuters (Bluestone, 

Stevenson, and Williams 2008).  

To place the focus on "areas adjacent to stops" (Zuk, p. 18, 2015), half-mile buffers were 

placed around the selected transit stops. These buffers will omit locations that fall outside of the 

half-mile buffers set for TODs. 

Creating these layers allows for analyses to be performed, focusing on only those areas 

immediately affected by new metro stations. These buffers can be expanded over time to address 

changes due to the endogenous nature of gentrification (Steif, 2014). The ease at which these 

buffers can be expanded or altered increase both the functionality and scalability of the GIS. 

To insure the accuracy of the layers and the associated data, steps were taken to ensure that the 

sources were reliable and up-to-date. Map data was sourced from the Los Angeles County GIS 

Portal and LA Metro layers from ArcGIS Online. The timeline for expansion was provided by 

the LA Metro Long Range Transportation Plan, LA Metro Press Releases, and news coverage.   
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As displayed in Figure M15, above, locations of LA Metro Stations that are currently 

under construction are color-coded with construction completion dates labeled on each to 

illustrate a timeline of expected gentrification within TODs. With a one year LA Metro Station 

gentrification path moving northeast from Inglewood, CA, to Los Angeles, CA, at a rate of 

roughly 12.8 miles per year from 2019-2020, it might be possible that the parcels this GIS 

identified within those TODs are at the greatest risk for gentrification within this path. 

 

Figure M1, above, displays LA County Existing Metro Rail Stations (dots) and Rails (lines). 
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Figure M9, above, displays half-mile buffer radii around Existing LA County Metro Stations. 

 

Figure M2, above, displays LA County Metro Rail Stations that are currently under construction. 
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Recreational & Medical Marijuana Industry 

Medical marijuana dispensary locations within Los Angeles County were used in this 

study to display radical change in legislation, crime, taxes, and economic impact; all of which 

have impacts on gentrification. "In 2014, Colorado marijuana sales totaled $700 million, and the 

state expects to collect $94 million annually in cannabis taxes by 2016,” the New Republic 

reported. "But economic analyses about weed’s success never mention skyrocketing housing 

prices in Denver, a city that’s rapidly becoming unaffordable for all but the wealthy” (Davis, L., 

2015). Per the Los Angeles County Office of Cannabis Management (2017), under California 

Proposition 64, cannabis is legal for recreational consumption and possession (with certain 

stipulated quantities, locations, and age rules). With other counties in California becoming more 

lenient on their recreational cannabis tolerance, the possible economic impact on communities 

from cannabis dispensaries was identified as a possible indicator of economic growth, and thus, 

might be linked to gentrification (Bernard, 2016). For this reason, this study mapped existing 

cannabis dispensaries in Los Angeles County, using Esri’s Business Analyst Online Business 

Location function. To scrutinize the cannabis dispensary location points identified using 

Business Analyst, this study consulted Weed Maps, a company that provides a listing and 

advertising platform for the cannabis industry as well as a mobile GIS platform for consumers to 

locate dispensaries (Ganley, 2017),  to scrutinize for redundancies of locations when comparing 

the two datasets (which in this case would add location accuracy validity to their existence).  
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Figure M3, above, displays LA County Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, with icons sized from 

small to large based on their reported revenue. 
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Crime 

Crime is an important factor to consider when looking forward for predictive market 

analyses, especially when forecasting potential real-estate trends. Studies have shown that 

different crimes have different economic impacts observed in statistical correspondence, and 

Maximino, M., (2013) tells us, “A 2008 study in American Economic Review, “Estimates of the 

Impact of Crime Risk on Property Values from Megan’s Laws,” found that housing prices within 

0.1 miles of a registered sex offender fall by 4% on average. The scholars, Leigh Linden of 

Columbia University and Jonah E. Rockoff of Columbia Business School, explain the effect this 

way: “In response to crime risk, residents generally have two options: they can vote for anti-

crime policies, or they can vote with their feet. When individuals exercise the latter option, local 

response to crime will be observed in the housing market.” Further research found that a 

decrease in the crime rate shows a corresponding increase in property values. Research 

conducted by Ingrid Gould Ellen, a professor of urban policy and planning at New York 

University, found,  

…that declines in city crime are associated with increases in the probability that high- 

income and college-educated households choose to move into central city neighborhoods, 

including low-income and majority minority central city neighborhoods. Moreover, we 

find little evidence that households with lower incomes and without college degrees are 

more likely to move to cities when violent crime falls (Ellen, Horn, Reid, 2016). 

  

http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/aer.98.3.1103
http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/aer.98.3.1103
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Thus, it can be deduced that an increase or decrease in crime rates has a converse effect 

on the surrounding property values. With this observed relationship, this might be an indicator of 

gentrification potential that this study could map using crime statistics, color-coded at various 

scales such as block groups, census tracts, zip codes, cities, and county levels. Looking at crime 

layers from the past five to ten years at these different scales might reveal gentrification paths 

that this study could use for further predictive analytics for JHRE.  

Further scrutinizing by crime type such as murder over time might aid in measuring 

forecasted real estate predictions. “The size of the potential effects of crime on property values is 

explored in a 2012 report by the Center for American Progress. It looked at the direct and 

indirect costs of homicide in eight U.S. metropolitan areas: Seattle, Milwaukee, Houston, Dallas, 

Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and Jacksonville. The direct annual costs of violent crime in the 

eight cities totaled $3.7 billion per year, an average of $320 per-person per-year. The impact on 

property values was also substantial, and the study indicates that a 10% reduction in homicides 

would lead to a 0.83% increase in housing values the following year” (Maximino, M., 2013). By 

further delineating between those crimes that affect property values the most, and the least, this 

study could give greater predictive accuracy as far as reducing error is concerned.  

Applying the five-whys technique reveals that one result of lower crime is a greater 

likelihood of college-educated households with higher incomes moving into those areas of less 

crime. This means that education and higher incomes affect change on real estate values, and for 

this reason, this proposed GIS takes education into consideration when choosing layers to use as 

basemaps beneath potential points of interest such as metro stations or Revitalization Areas. 

“Reductions in central city violent crime and homicides are inviting high-income and college-

educated households to move into central cities, and more specifically to low-income and largely 

http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/report/2012/06/19/11755/the-economic-benefits-of-reducing-violent-crime/
http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/report/2012/06/19/11755/the-economic-benefits-of-reducing-violent-crime/
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minority central city neighborhoods. Furthermore, these relationships are substantively and 

significantly stronger for high-income households compared to low-income households and for 

college-educated households compared to those without college degrees” (Ellen, I. G., Horn, K. 

M., and Reed, D., p. 23, 2016). 

 

Figure C1, above, displays this GIS’ capability of displaying crime rates by block groups. 
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Sports Facilities  

With nine public transit stations opening in Inglewood, CA by 2019, for the purposes of 

this study, it was further scrutinized for gentrification potential by overlaying location points of 

known existing sports stadiums, and to aid in forecasting abilities. Additionally, this study 

mapped the location and date of completion for the LA Rams/LA Chargers stadium projected to  

open in 2020, after a year of delays due to record rainfall, in Inglewood, CA. In a study titled, 

The Impact of Professional Sports Facilities on Housing Values: Evidence from Census Block 

Group Data, Feng, X., and Humphreys, B. (p. 199, 2012) stated, “If sports facilities increase 

residential property values, then the cities that are host to professional sports teams may collect 

more property tax revenues than they would have absent these facilities.” With this anticipated 

dynamic occurring in Inglewood, CA between 2019-2020, there is potential to be a foreseeable 

first-mover investment opportunity in purchasing properties in this area before the end of 2018.   

Regarding the LA Rams Stadium construction completion, in a Los Angeles Times 

article titled, Inglewood Football Stadium’s Opening will be Delayed a Year Because of Record 

Rainfall, Farmer and Fenno (2017) stated, “The palatial, $2.6-billion stadium that is being built 

for the Rams and Chargers in Inglewood, originally projected to open in 2019, will be delayed 

almost a year, to the start of the 2020 NFL season” (Farmer & Fenno, 2017). Having information 

that the stadium was originally anticipated to open in 2019, yet was hindered by heavy rainfall 

thus far, this might be a signal that in 2020 there is a greater likelihood of the stadium opening, 

revealing that the first-mover time window for this GIS to maximize real estate investment 

profits stems out roughly two years from now (May, 2017), to 2020.    

http://www.latimes.com/topic/sports/football/los-angeles-rams-ORSPT000059-topic.html
http://www.latimes.com/topic/sports/football/los-angeles-chargers-ORSPT000056-topic.html
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Figure M5, above, displays LA County Major Sports Stadiums. 
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Breweries  

In an article titled, Beer Is Saving Neighborhoods Across America, Arbel, T. (2013) of 

Business Insider wrote, considering how breweries increase property values, “Even if the 

brewery owners don't have confirmation that they'll be forced to move, history shows they have 

reason to be concerned. Winifred Curran, a geography professor at DePaul University in 

Chicago, studies how gentrification changes cities. She wrote her graduate-school dissertation on 

how gentrification in Brooklyn's Williamsburg neighborhood affected small manufacturers. 

Small businesses struggled to stay put while developers converted factories and warehouses into 

lucrative lofts and swarms of wealthy new residents drove up prices, she says. She warns that the 

appeal of revitalized neighborhoods can decimate small businesses, both old and new.” This 

cycle of new money coming into older areas, revitalizing the local economy, then being out-bid 

by bigger money is at the center of this study, and mapping existing point locations of breweries 

in LA County aids in identifying clusters of them, or areas where they are.  
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Figure M4, above, displays LA County Breweries, with clustering near Torrance and LA City. 
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Trader Joe’s & Whole Foods 

Research into gentrification yielded an article comparing median home values near 

Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods, drawing comparisons between value growth potential. 

“Homeowners near a Trader Joe’s have seen an average 40 percent increase in home value since 

they purchased, compared to thirty-four percent appreciation for homeowners near a Whole 

Foods. Average appreciation for all zip codes nationwide is also thirty-four percent. Homes near 

a Trader Joe’s also have a higher value on average: $592,339, 5 percent more than the $561,840 

average value for homes near a Whole Foods. The average value of homes was $262,068 across 

all zip codes nationwide. Homeowners near a Trader Joe’s pay an average of $8,536 in property 

taxes each year, fifty-nine percent more than the $5,382 average for homeowners near a Whole 

Foods” (Von Pohlmann, 2015). So, this GIS can map locations of these two stores in LA County, 

and when ranking areas using quadrants, this study can attribute a greater point value for 

quadrants containing Trader Joe’s than those containing Whole Foods. 
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Figure M6, above, displays LA County Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods Locations. 
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Gasoline Prices at the Pump 

Gas prices were in interesting indicator of potential gentrification in a neighborhood as 

far as its relation with home values is concerned. According to Owers (2015), “If you get off 

easy at the gas pump, it might be time to sell your home. That's the conclusion of researchers at 

Florida Atlantic and Longwood universities, who found that for every $1 drop in gas prices, the 

average time it takes to sell a home falls by 25 days. What's more, the average selling price rises 

by 2.4 percent, or roughly $4,000 a property, the study found. And the $1 decrease boosts a 

seller's chances of completing the deal by about 20 percent. Ken Johnson, a real estate 

economist, professor and associate dean at FAU, and Bennie Waller, a professor of finance and 

real estate at Longwood University in Farmville, Va., said they analyzed 10,000 home sales in 

central Virginia over a decade.” So, knowing that supply and demand are directly related, areas 

purchasing less gasoline in theory might experience greater home values because of the gas 

being cheaper at the pump compared to more densely populated commuter neighborhoods who 

might bid up the price of gas per-gallon at the pump. Business Analyst Online allows this GIS 

proposal to couple information about who purchased gasoline from a gas station in the last six 

months displayed using a color-coded basemap for which this study could then overlay existing 

gas station locations to scrutinize the claims of studies relating lower gas prices to higher home 

values. This extra level of scrutiny gives this GIS a greater chance of providing successful 

predictive real estate trend identifiers to JHRE.  
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Assessor Identification Number (AIN)  

The anonymization of personal identities extends into the real estate industry, and 

becomes apparent when importing the LA County Assessor Office’s Zoned Parcels file, 

containing over 2.3 million parcels, with AIN (Assessor’s Identification Number) representing 

these locations, omitting all address and home-owner information. Further research into the LA 

County Assessor's Office revealed they possess tools that can de-anonymize parcel information 

by converting AINs to Addresses. “The Assessor's Identification Number or AIN is the main 

indexing system used for property tax purposes. The AIN is a ten-digit number assigned to each 

piece of real property and is used on tax bills and correspondence to identify real property” (Los 

Angeles County Office of the Assessor, 2017). Not only do the Assessors allow this GIS to 

convert AINs into addresses, but they also give this GIS the current and previous owner 

information, property values, and comparative property values. What this means, is that after 

mapping all previously researched gentrification and real estate influencers, overlaying the more 

than 2.3 million Zoned Parcels shapefile could be further filtered. Research into the County 

Zoning codes revealed that residential parcels were labeled using R-1 for single-family, R-2 for 

duplex, etc. This allowed this GIS to perform a Definition Query in ArcGIS for Desktop to 

Select by Attributes only those parcels that are residential, omitting everything else; saving 

dataspace and time refreshing the map. Next, any of these parcels that were not found to intersect 

or fall completely within the half-mile buffer radii placed around LA Metro Stations that are 

currently under construction were omitted to further reduce computing times. 

Below, Figure Q1 displays the functionality of the ArcGIS for Desktop Definition Query 

performed on the original master shapefile containing every zoned parcel in LA County 
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(2,376,370 records), revealing that there are 402,389 total single-family (R-1) residence records 

within LA County. 

 

Further delineating the dataset using ArcGIS for Desktop’s Intersect Tool, Figure Q2, 

below, displays the function of omitting any records that are not R1, not within a half-mile buffer 

of an LA Metro Transit Station that is currently under construction, and are not within a 

Revitalization Area boundary. This method, shown in Figure Q2, below, reveals that of the 2,845 

zoned parcels found within under-construction Transit Station buffers and Revitalization Areas 

(intersecting both), only 789 are single-family residences (R-1). 
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Further refining the filtering to reveal AINs by the name of the LA Metro Station radii 

(under construction) that they are found in, allows this study to rank each of the LA Metro 

Stations as separate areas to derive a prioritized list for allocating more or less resources. See 

Table T2, below to view one of the databases, displaying the Westchester/Veterans radii results: 

 

Table T2, above, displays this GIS’ ability to extract AIN information from parcels. 

Once the databases were created, this GIS copied the ten-digit AINs, then pasted them 

into the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Portal one at a time (eighteen results were manually 

converted this way for the Westchester/Veterans dataset. From here, this study procured 

summary information of each AIN containing addresses, land and improvement values, and other 

information from prior years, as displayed in Table T3, below. This displays the function of 

converting AIN: 4127-005-003 to Situs Address: 7838 Midfield Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045.  

 

Table T3, above, displays the results of the AINs in the LA County Online Assessor’s Portal.  
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To further explore the ability of this proposed GIS, this study isolated only those parcels 

(represented by the field ID: AIN) matching the interests of this study, within the 

Westchester/Veterans (LA Metro Station opening in 2019) half-mile buffer, and Revitalization 

Area boundaries. This was done by first converting all the eighteen parcels matching these 

criteria, then this GIS identified only four, single-family homes within this cluster at, or below, 

the fortieth percentile of median home values in 2017. These four, based on the research cited 

within this study, would be at the greatest risk of gentrification in the Westchester/Veterans 

dataset, and therefore, more resources should be deployed in attempting to sell these homes first, 

or offer them refinancing options (greatest priority of resource allocation). See Table T4, below: 

 

Table T4, above, displays the Westchester/Veterans AINs that have been converted to 

Addresses, revealing their 2016-2017 value changes, and zone codes. 

With tables, such as T4 above, we can create maps like the one below, in Figure Q3, 

displaying the functionality of running a Definition Query to identify the bottom fortieth-

percentile of median home values (most likely to become gentrified). These homes can later be 

given customized icons to be more easily visualized by the end-users of this GIS. 
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Figure Q3, above, displays the functionality of running a Definition Query to identify the bottom 

fortieth-percentile of median home values (most likely to become gentrified).  

Measuring Improvement Value of AIN Cost-Improvement Outliers 

Examining the Westchester/Veterans Dataset for outliers, AIN: 4127-004-009, or 

address: 7742 MIDFIELD AVE, LOS ANGELES CA 90045 (shown below, in Figure Q4), was 

shown as having the greatest increase in price between 2016-2017, because of land 

improvements, appreciating from $577,698 to $901,000 in 2017 ($323,302 increase, or 55.96% 

increase in home value).  
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Showing only $77,042 in Improvements (shown in figure Q5, below) between 2016-

2017, this means that for every $1 spent in Improvements for this location, it appreciated roughly 

$3.19 in dollar-value (Cost/Benefit = $1: $3.19). Relative to the type of improvement made to 

the home (unknown to this study), this cost/benefit relationship will differ, and depending on the 

age, and sizes of the other homes in the Westchester/Veterans dataset, this will also be different; 

but for the purposes of examining an outlier, this GIS proved informative in identifying 

profitability from Improving homes in this area.  

 

Identifying All Single-Family AINs at Greatest Risk for Gentrification 

To further explore this GIS’ scalability to procure more leads than just those found to 

intersect half-mile buffers of future (under construction) LA Metro Stations, this GIS identified 

the AINs for all R1 (single-family) homes located in areas where half-mile buffers around 

existing (currently operating) LA Metro Stations are intersecting Revitalization Areas in LA 

County. This method yielded 2,168 parcels matching search criteria that are currently faced with 

the greatest immediate threat of gentrification. See Figure Q6, below: 
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Quantifying Value of Leads 

 To calculate the value of these leads, this GIS multiplies the percentage of each sale 

JHRE gains by the total dollar amount of the home sales to find this GIS’ per-sale revenue. Since 

JHRE makes 10% of what the Realtors make (10% of 3%) [10% of 3% = 0.003], and the average 

single-family home in LA County valued at roughly $619,900 (Zillow, 2017), this GIS can 

deduce that on average, JHRE can gain 0.3% of $619,900, which is $1,859.70 per home sale it 

identifies and closes. 0.003 x 2,168 leads x $619,900 average home value = $4,031,829.60 in 

potential revenue for JHRE. However, knowing from this study’s gentrification research that 

only roughly 40% of the leads are to be prioritized and accepted as showing true turn-over 

potential, the revenue calculation is augmented to reflect: 0.003 x 867 leads x $619,900 average 

home value = $1,612,359.90 in potential revenue for JHRE from this GIS.  

Ranking Identified AINs 

With all the AINs this GIS requires to further scrutinize using relational proximity to 

locations of Stadiums, Breweries, Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods, and Cannabis Dispensaries, this 

GIS can rank the parcels therein, in order of priority to more effectively deploy JHRE’s 

resources in procuring sale leads from these results. For the purposes of demonstrating this GIS’ 

capability to rank these AINs, this study focused on those parcels that fell within the half-mile 
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buffer radii created around existing and under construction LA Metro Stations, and used 

distance-proximity referencing to rank parcels. Figure M13, below, displays this function. 

 

Figure M13, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-of-Concept of Ranking Gentrification likelihood of 

Identified listing AINs (converted to Addresses, displaying bottom fortieth-percentile median 

home values with 3D Home Icons) using their proximity (measured by distance in miles) to 

Sports Stadiums, Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, and Breweries in LA County.  

Cost/Benefit Analysis 

 Simply identifying this GIS’ potential revenue from its market capture is not enough for 

this proposal to be accepted by the executive staff at JHRE. Instead, a cost/benefit analysis must 
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be performed to compare the actual costs of selling these identified listings to the revenue gained 

by each sale. Inside Real Estate (2017) tells us, 

 Most agents or brokers that contact Inside Real Estate struggle to put together   

 the right pieces of the real estate lead puzzle.  Take this statistic, for    

 example.  Over a period of time, we polled new clients coming to our Lead   

 Promoter solutions.  We would ask what they had been seeing for a closing rate   

 on leads currently.  The normal answer would be something along the lines of 3-  

 5%.  When we dug in deeper with a little analysis, it turned out to be about 0.5%-1%. 

Therefore, this GIS would be expected to aid in closing 0.5% of the leads identified (X > 0.5%) 

but is not expected to aid in converting any more than 5% of leads into completed sales (X < 

5%). So, with 867 leads expected to experience gentrification, and a range of between four and 

forty-three leads anticipated to be converted into sales, this GIS can deduce a potential $8,061.79 

to $80,617.99 range of revenue. Therefore, with the break-even point being $14,540, this GIS 

would need to convert eight leads into sales, with the median home values at $619,900 each, 

knowing that JHRE will benefit 10% of the Realtor’s 3% sales commission. In other words, this 

GIS would need to convert 9% of the 867 leads identified to reach BEP. These figures are bound 

to the percentages, and figures in this study, used to calculate this project’s proof of concept. 

Ethical Considerations 

Ethics, being subject to individual values and national laws, is something this paper must 

address considering the various personally-identifiable information JHRE possesses and seeks to 

procure throughout the course of its business functions. This information could be financial such 

as bank records, or logins, or can be personal like social security or driver’s license numbers. 

Additionally, contact information such as phone numbers, email addresses, and home addresses 
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are subject to being revealed throughout the course of JHRE’s functions. Ethics is also to be 

considered when thinking of the competition stimulated by the leads this GIS procures; which 

means that although it can stimulate new leads, and bring forth new competition, this 

competition and new information could become so valuable that agents begin fighting over them. 

Therefore, given the unique position to safeguard private personal information and competitive 

lead information, JHRE’s proposed GIS must be protected using firewalls, encryption, protocols, 

permissions, passwords, and best-practices.  
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Conclusions and Areas for Further Research 

 Given the existing scholarly research pertaining to gentrification, and particularly how it 

affects valuation changes in the real estate industry, GIS can be used to visually display spatial 

locations of interest. The ability to utilize buffer radii tools on these locations provides an 

opportunity to utilize an intersect tool to reveal parcels of further interest that might be affected 

by gentrification. The ability to join multiple LA County parcel tables (Zoning, CAMS), aids in 

scrutinizing location accuracy of parcels, and appends value information to AIN and Address 

information. By de-anonymizing AINs and converting them into addresses, this GIS was able to 

plot individual homes based on their median home values; with those homes in the bottom 

fortieth-percentile of median home values given 3D home icons (greatest risk for gentrification). 

Further, this GIS could use the ArcGIS for Desktop Definition Query function to identify only 

those AINs that were zoned as R1 (single-family) as this was of interest to our client (JHRE). 

With these single-family homes in the bottom-fortieth-percentile of median home values found 

within buffer radii of known gentrification drivers such as LA Metro Stations, they were then 

spatially referenced along with other drivers of gentrification such as sports stadiums, medical 

marijuana dispensaries, Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods, and breweries, using distance measuring 

tools in miles. This allowed this GIS to rank the identified home locations as to more efficiently 

and effectively deploy resources that JHRE has for turning leads into sales, saving time and 

money doing so, while capturing a market using value growth indicators before competitors do. 

 Areas for further research consist of how to go about replicating this GIS in other 

metropolitan areas such as New York, Chicago, Seattle, and Boston, which would require 

obtaining each county’s parcel files; which as learned from LA County, could be split into two or 

more shapefiles hosted by two or more different county agencies. Experimenting with the 
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variations of Zone Codes within the existing LA County GIS this consultation built, could yield 

leads in other areas of the real estate industry such as industrial, or multi-family, thus displaying 

further scalability and market capture potential. Exploring how to build a smartphone application 

that could display this information for JHRE’s Listing Agents could aid in better communicating 

leads in real-time utilizing geofencing around the leads, capturing locations of the nearest agents; 

thus, distributing leads based on immediate proximity. However, much of what is being 

performed in this GIS calls into question the ethical and legal implications of capturing, 

organizing, storing, and disseminating personally-identifiable information of individuals, and 

further research into these implications is also recommended. Lastly, looking at the possibility of 

creating a customer (home seller/buyer) smartphone application allowing them to input listings 

of their own (appearing in icons after being verified by JHRE) might aid in procuring more leads 

and creating more customers.  
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Appendix A (Gentrification/Real Estate Maps)

 

Figure M1, above, displays LA County Existing Metro Rail Stations (dots) and Rails (lines). 
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Figure M2, above, displays LA County Metro Rail Stations that are currently under construction. 
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Figure M3, above, displays LA County Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, with icons sized from 

small to large based on their reported revenue. 
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Figure M4, above, displays LA County Breweries, revealing clustering in Torrance and LA City. 
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Figure M5, above, displays LA County Major Sports Stadiums. 
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Figure M6, above, displays LA County Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods Locations. 
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Figure M7, above, displays John Hart Real Estate (JHRE) Offices in LA County. 
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Figure M8, above, displays Single-Family (Zone Code: R1) Homes (AINs) in LA County within 

a half-mile buffer radii of Existing LA Metro Stations, intersecting five-mile buffer radii of 

JHRE Offices. 
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Figure M9, above, displays LA County half-mile buffer radii around Existing LA Metro Stations. 
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Figure M10, above, displays Single-Family (Zone Code: R1) Homes (AINs) within half-mile 

buffer radii of Existing LA Metro Stations.  
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Figure M11, above, displays Single-Family (Zone Code: R1) Homes (AINs) within half-mile 

buffer radii of LA Metro Stations that are currently under construction. Stations display data of 

expected opening/completion. 
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Figure M12, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-of-Concept of converting identified AINs (within 

half-mile buffer radii of LA Metro Stations that are currently under construction) to Addresses, 

displaying the bottom-fortieth percentile of median home values with 3D Home Icons.  

 

Figure M12a, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-Of-Concept of Converting AINs of identified 

listings (at risk for being gentrified) into Addresses using the LA County Assessor’s Portal. 
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Figure M12b, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-Of-Concept of Converting AINs of identified 

listings (at risk for being gentrified) into Addresses using LA County Assessor’s Portal. 

 

Figure M13, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-of-Concept of Ranking Gentrification likelihood of 

Identified listing AINs (converted to Addresses, displaying bottom fortieth-percentile median 

home values with 3D Home Icons) using their proximity (measured by distance in miles) to 

Sports Stadiums, Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, and Breweries in LA County.  
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Figure M14, above, displays this GIS’ Proof-of-Concept of revealing Single-Family (Zone Code: 

R1) Homes (AINs) within half-mile radii of under construction LA Metro Stations, intersecting 

HUD Revitalization Areas in LA County; with Multi-Family HUD Housing displayed along with 

Breweries, Medical Marijuana Dispensaries, and Sports Stadiums. 

 

Figure M15, above, displays the gentrification path as per the opening dates (construction 

complete) of LA Metro Stations, moving northeast from southern Inglewood, to central Los 

Angeles, between 2019 and 2020.  
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Figure G1, above, displays the model Steif (2014) created to display the spatial lag of values. 

Appendix B (Tables) 

 

Table T1, above, displays the three-week training schedule for JHRE staff to learn how to 

operate the proposed GIS, including costs of doing so.  

 

Table T2, above, displays this GIS’ ability to extract AIN information from parcels in Los 

Angeles, County, CA. The listings herein are from within a half-mile of the 

Westchester/Veterans Metro Station currently under construction. 
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Table T3, above, displays the results of importing this GIS’ identified AINs into the LA County 

Online Assessor’s Portal.  

Appendix C (Definition Queries/Proof-of-Concept Map Screenshots) 

 

Figure Q1, above, displays this GIS’ functionality of running a Definition Query to reveal single-

family homes (represented in the dataset as R1 in the Zone_Code field column). 
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Figure Q2, above, displays 2,845 zoned parcels found within under-construction Transit Station 

buffers and Revitalization Areas (intersecting both). 789 are single-family residences (R-1).  

 

Figure Q3, above, displays the functionality of running a Definition Query to identify the bottom 

fortieth-percentile of median home values (most likely to become gentrified).  
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Figure Q4, above, displays the greatest increase in price for a home in the Westchester/Veterans 

dataset between 2016-2017, because of land improvements, appreciating from $577,698 to 

$901,000 in 2017 ($323,302 dollar-increase, or 55.96% in percentage-increase).  

 

Figure Q5, above, displays AIN#4127-004-009 input $77,042 in Improvements between 2016-

2017, which means that for every $1 spent in Improvements for this location, it appreciated 

roughly $3.19 in dollar-value (Cost/Benefit = $1: $3.19).  
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Figure Q6, above, displays the 2,168 R-1 parcels for homes located in areas where half-mile 

buffers around existing (currently operating) LA Metro Stations are intersecting Revitalization 

Areas in LA County.  
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Appendix D (External Environmental Analyses) 
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Appendix E (Internal Business Environment) 

 

Figure O1, above, displays JHRE’s Organization Chart, with corresponding Department Legend. 
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Figure O2, above, displays JHRE’s Organization Chart, and outlines the users of GIS 

Applications. 
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Figure O3, above, displays JHRE’s GIS application users, and the programs they will be using. 
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Appendix F (Memorandum of Understanding) 

Memorandum of Understanding 

 Between 

(John Hart Real Estate) 

and 

Justin Dunaway-Perez and John McDermott 

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) sets forth the terms and understanding between John Hart 

Real Estate, hereafter JHRE, Justin Dunaway-Perez, and John McDermott to identify locations in Los 

Angeles County at risk for gentrification, to gain a first-mover real estate investment advantage using 

Geographic Information Systems. 

Background 

It is important that the MOU be signed as to acknowledge the services provided (for education purposes 

first and foremost [MBA/GIS Capstone Assignment]) by Justin Dunaway-Perez and John McDermott on 

behalf of the University of Redlands, School of Business, Geographic Information Systems Emphasis 

Capstone Project (GISB-695). 

Purpose 

The MOU will establish the goals and objectives of the GIS project, pertaining to the maximization of 

profits, and minimization of time and costs for JHRE. The MOU will also establish the reporting, funding, 

and duration of this assignment/consultation, as well as the contact information for all parties involved. 

Goals of project: 

1. Propose a Geographic Information System that allows JHRE the ability to accurately identify 

areas within Los Angeles County that have high potential for future gentrification. The GIS will 

use… 

- Demographic Data  

- Socioeconomic Data 

- Business Data 

- Real Estate Market Data 

- Crime Rate Data 

- Any additional relevant data that is discovered in the research phase 

- Scholarly research to validate any claims made. 
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Deliverables  

1. A proposal that will include but is not limited to... 

  - Explanation and Proof of Concept of proposed GIS 

  - Implementation Plan 

  - Cost Benefit Analysis  

  - Staffing Requirements  

  - Software Requirements  

  - Schedule  

  - Budget 

The above goals will be accomplished by undertaking the following activities: 

(List and describe the activities that are planned for the partnership and who will do what) 

Activity Responsibilities: 

John McDermott: 

1.     Brewery Mapping 

2.     College Mapping/Educational Spending (check education trends for statistical inference) 

3.     Procure existing scholarly research on gentrification 

4.     Map Gentrification in Los Angeles County (demographics, employment, etc.) 

5.     Identify Clusters of Gentrification Indicators in Los Angeles County 

Justin Dunaway-Perez: 

1.     Cannabis Mapping 

2.     Real Estate Price Mapping 

3.     Identify Clusters of properties with the greatest potential profitability if impacted by gentrification 

(low cost currently, with high potential resale values in the short-term future [short-term being between 

one to three years]). 

4.     Crime Mapping (identify low crime rates, and areas that have the greatest potential of rapidly [less 

than one year] reducing crime rates). 

5.     Identify clusters of crime reductions within short periods of time (short being within one year) 
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Reporting 

John McDermott will remain in weekly contact with (JHRE) for the duration of this 

assignment/consultation. Justin Dunaway-Perez will be responsible for providing John McDermott with 

two-updates every week as to remain a half-step ahead in preparation time for John McDermott’s 

weekly reports to (JHRE). 

 Funding 

This MOU is not a commitment of funds, and rather is an agreement between JHRE, Justin Dunaway-

Perez and John McDermott, that the aforementioned reporting, activities, goals, purpose, and 

background will be carried out in strict accordance with the guidelines explicitly stated in the GISB695W 

Syllabus requirements of this assignment, which will be provided for JHRE in addition to the end-result 

deliverable of this consultation/assignment. However, this project will outline the costs and potential 

benefits of utilizing different software licensing and online services if found, and is open to performing 

cost/benefit analyses for JHRE as it may pertain to this project successfully identifying gentrification 

patterns, and profitable first-mover real estate investment advantages in Los Angeles County. 

 Duration 

This MOU is at-will and may be modified by mutual consent of authorized officials from JHRE, Justin 

Dunaway-Perez and John McDermott. This MOU shall become effective upon signature by the 

authorized officials from JHRE, Justin Dunaway-Perez and John McDermott and will remain in effect until 

modified or terminated by any one of the partners by mutual consent. In the absence of mutual 

agreement by the authorized officials from JHRE, Justin Dunaway-Perez and John McDermott, this MOU 

shall end on 6/17/2017. 

 Contact Information 

John Mcdermott 

Partner representative 

Project Manager 

John_McDermott@redlands.edu 

  

Justin Dunaway-Perez 

Partner representative 

Project Manager 

Justin_Dunaway-Perez@redlands.edu 
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________________________ Date: 

(Partner signature) 

(JHRE), organization, position) 

  

________________________ Date: 

(Partner signature) 

(John McDermott, University of Redlands, Project Manager) 

________________________ Date: 

(Partner signature) 

(Justin Dunaway-Perez, University of Redlands, Project Manager) 
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Appendix G (Needs Assessment) 

 

 

 

Needs Assessment: John Hart Real Estate  

 

Justin Dunaway–Perez & John McDermott 

 

University of Redlands  

 

GISB-695W 

 

June 3rd, 2017 
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Section 1: Organizational Overview 

Organization Name: John Hart Real Estate (JHRE) 

Organizational Mission: 

 John Hart Real Estate is a full-service real estate firm headquartered in Los Angeles, CA, led by a 

team of industry experts. Established with the sole purpose of redefining real estate.  

Organizational Initiatives: 

 John Hart Real Estate is in the process of further enhancing its ability to serve its clients by 

investing in Geographic Information Systems. The Real Estate industry in Southern California is one that 

is highly competitive and oversaturated with realtors.  Investing in GIS will give John Hart Real Estate a 

competitive advantage over other realtors and real estate brokers in Southern California. 

Departments: 

 John Hart Real Estate is composed of two departments; the support staff and the agents. The 

support staff are responsible for all the backend (paperwork, legal formalities, inquiries) work needed to 

complete a real estate transaction from initial listing to the closing of escrow. The agents are responsible 

for interacting with the clients and handling the selling of the property. 

Organizational Chart:  
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Number of Employees (not including agents): 26 

Describe Departments:  

John Hart Real Estate consists of 4 departments that cover the various functions of a real estate 

transaction: 

1. The Media Department consists of a Media Director, Senior Graphic Designer, Graphic Designer, and 
Senior Web Developer. The Media department produces the various marketing materials needed for 
transactions such as brochures, mailers, online listings, and web pages. It supports its listing agents 
by providing all marketing materials needed for transactions to be represented professionally.  

2. The Realtor Relations Department helps the agents with request they have as well as provides a 
point of contact for the agent to reach JHRE. This department is the largest in terms of the number 
of employees it has compared to other departments, due to the number of agents that must be 
supported.  

3. The Business Development Department oversees the business aspect of a listing. This includes, but 
is not limited to, escrow, listing, showing, scheduling, and financial transactions. This department 
supports the agents by ensuring all paperwork is filed properly and all regulations are followed. It 
also acts as showing coordinators for open houses and provides field coordinators that can be 
present at open houses. This department also ensures properties are properly inspected. 

4. JHRE’s Executive team consists of the CEO, the Vice President, and the Director of Business and 
Legal Affairs. The Director of Business and Legal Affairs insures that the organization operates in 
accordance with all current real estate laws and regulations. The Vice President is responsible for 
managing and directing the firm towards obtaining its ultimate goals, strategic planning, and daily 
overview of business operations. 

Estimate approximate number of employees that are “technical”: 8-10 

Estimate approximate number of employees that use maps or addresses: 26 

Describe the customers by department: 

 The “customers” that the support team serves are the Listing Agents. These individuals are 

licensed real estate agents, who use JHRE’s services to enhance the success rates of converting their 

inputs (time and energy spent selling homes, and meeting with clients) into sales, more efficiently and 

effectively.  

Evaluation and Summary of the Current Condition of the Organization: 

 John Hart Real Estate has expanded steadily since its founding in 2011, leveraging its ability to 

provide its agents with the support needed to be successful in the real estate industry. The organization 

has fostered a positive reputation not only among listing agents but also home buyers and sellers. JHRE 

is currently projected to continue to expand as the real estate market in Southern California grows. The 

next steps for continued growth is to further expand JHRE’s support team and invest in tools that will 

allow it to more accurately and efficiently predict market trends in local communities.  
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SECTION 2: Business Environment 

  

Business Environment: 

 

 The business environment of John Hart Real Estate is highly competitive, heavily regulated, and 

extremely saturated. In terms of its internal environment, there is competition between the listing 

agents to procure listings and complete sales. This must be monitored to ensure there is no infighting, 

cannibalism or loss of revenue due to these factors. The support team works to ensure the needs of the 

agents are met, that agents are retained, and that new agents are enlisted.  

 The primary growth drivers of John Hart Real Estate are the listing agents. The growth of the 

listing agents is tied directly to growth in JHRE’s revenue. Each new agent can bring in new listings and 

complete sales; which is the primary source of revenue for the company. The organization’s goal is to 

provide unmatched support and flexibility to the agents so they can do their job effectively and 

efficiently.  

 The external business environment is heavily regulated by State and City governments. Beyond 

the regulation, the market is heavily saturated with real estate companies and independent agents 

creating an extremely competitive market.  
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PESTEL Analysis 
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SWOT Analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 

● Located in Southern California’s Northern Los 
Angeles County, JHRE enjoys a geographic 
strength of being nearest one of the fastest 
growing and value-appreciating real estate 
markets in the United States. JHRE’s 
technology-driven business model allows it to 
capture many of these sales using a structure 
that supplements the needs of realtors as an 
added benefit to its brokerage services. 

● JHRE uses demographic and census data to 
provide unique leads in real-time to its listing 
agents, while also creating all the printed 
materials required for the listing agents to sell 
the homes.  

● JHRE’s provides Realtors the tools they need 
to enhance their existing customer bases. 
Therefore, JHRE simply earns a percentage of 
the sales it brings to its listing agents, rather 
than paying them an hourly or salaried wage. 

● Procuring actionable leads, gaining trust of 
home sellers/buyers, and closing sales; all in 
the least-time possible. 

 

● Need more listing agents in areas with less 
listings (southwest and southeast Los Angeles, 
CA). Need to improve ability to predict market 
forces to measure their effect on real estate 
prices; with which JHRE can then use for 
performing predictive analytics in procuring 
leads before its competitors learn of them 
(first-mover advantage).  

● JHRE must avoid publicly displaying private 
information such as names, or other personal 
information of home sellers/buyers. 
Additionally, it must avoid letting its leads fall 
into its competitor’s possession (data security). 
It should avoid inter-departmental conflict 
pertaining to competing over leads.  

● Others in the Real Estate Industry would see 
weaknesses to be: inability to procure leads, 
inability to close sales, inability to be contacted 
by home sellers/buyers or listing agents, no 
web-presence, lack of GIS use. 
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SWOT Analysis (continued) 

Opportunities Threats 

 

● JHRE should divide the leads it procures 
from this GIS by allocating them based on listing 
agent proximity. Just like for Uber drivers, an 
alert would be sent first to the listing agent 
closest to the identified listings, and then to the 
agents that are second and third closest. This 
will reduce competition. However, if one agent 
is being given more leads than he or she can 
manage, the extra leads will be distributed to 
the listing agents nearest that location, in order 
of closest to furthest; which will indicate a need 
for a new JHRE office to open in or near those 
locations if it happens continuously. 
 

● Analyze Gentrification trends, population 
density change trends, income, age, ethnicity, 
education, socioeconomic, and psychographic.  
 

● Use GIS to identify trends, for procuring 
more leads in less time. 
 

● Use smartphone applications to relay 
information on leads in real-time from JHRE 
directly to its listing agents nearest those leads. 
● Federal Reserve setting its lending rate to 
banks. 
 

● Changes in legislature regarding controls on 
the real estate industry. 

 

● Competitors currently use GIS for 
predictive analytics, other listing agents working 
for other firms, market instability, threat of 
terror attack, economic instability, information 
security of procured leads being given to 
competitors (information theft), willingness of 
current market to sell homes considering 
potential increases in home values over the 
next five-years. 
 

● Competitors are using mobile platforms to 
schedule leads into listing agent’s daily 
itineraries.  
 

● Quality control and assurance standards 
are currently in place due to laws concerning 
the transfer of wealth and property in the 
United States, which force due-diligence in the 
real estate industry to assume the cost of 
adherence.  
 

● Changing technology is threatening JHRE’s 
position, because just as JHRE found a way to 
use technology to streamline the needs of the 
real estate industry, its competitors can now do 
the same, for even less money than JHRE might 
have spent in 2011 when it first opened 
(consider Moore’s Law: technological capacity 
doubling every 18-24 months, with a 
corresponding 50% in price during that time).  
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Section 3: Application Needs  

Application Needs: 

 The GIS application requested by the organization must meet the minimum requirements of: 

1. Ease of Use  

2. Show data from title regarding turnover rates, currently listed properties, recent sales as well as last 

sold dates and amounts, homeowner estimated equity, length of ownership, owner occupied or renter, 

any liens on title, homeowner information, and contact information. (Need spreadsheet to create 

database) 

3.  Need to be able to search by zip, address with radius, and draw tool, and it needs to be able to export 

all this CSV, and save searches. (All available in Esri’s Arc Toolbox) 

Gaps in Current System: 

1. Predictive Analytics  

2. Internal Database  

Information Products Being Sought:  

1. Identification of specific areas to target 

2. Export lists for door knocking, cold calling, and sending mailers.  

Requirements: 

1. Security  

2. Internal information must be secure and not shared with any outside entity 
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Proposed System: 

 The proposed GIS will primarily run on ArcGIS for Desktop, allowing the system to be integrated 

with other Esri applications. The use of Esri systems also allows for scalability, so the system’s growth 

can match the organization's growth. Other applications that can be used are ArcGIS Online, Business 

Analyst Online, and ESRI Insights, allowing the organization access to ESRI’s analytic tools. By employing 

a GIS system using ESRI’s various platforms the tasks in Figure 1 can be done.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

 (ESRI, 2004) 
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System Integration:  

 The organization does not currently operate an Enterprise GIS, and instead relies on Software as 

a Service (SaaS) to supplement this. The current system employed by the organization is provided by 

PropertyRadar.com, which uses public records and data sets to create interactive maps that can be 

accessed over the internet. The limitations of this software are that there is little ability for 

customization or input of proprietary/internal JHRE data, and also that it lacks predictive analytic tools.  

 Employing an enterprise GIS allows the organization the ability to tailor the system to its needs. 

Esri’s portfolio of products allows the organization to use a system that is provided by one company 

rather than using multiple fragmented systems provided by multiple vendors. This allows for seamless 

integration across multiple platforms. Figure 2 is a representation of ESRI’s GIS integration. 

 

Figure 2: System Integration 

 

(ESRI, 2004) 
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Section 4: Data Needs  

Data Needs:  

 The data needs of the organization are related to identifying addresses to target and extracting 

the necessary information to create value from the GIS. The data associated with the identification of 

areas at risk of gentrification comes from a variety of sources, both publicly available and from 

proprietary sources:  

● Economic:  
o US Census 1990, 2000, 2010 
o American Community Survey (ACS) 
o United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
o ESRI Tapestry Segmentations  
o ESRI BAO 
o County Assessor’s Office  
o Urban Displacement Project (UCLA, UC Berkeley) 
o Los Angeles City GIS Portal  
o Los Angeles County GIS Portal  
o Core Logic 
o Property Radar 
o Court Filings  

● Demographic  
o US Census 1990, 2000, 2010 
o American Community Survey (ACS) 
o United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
o ESRI Tapestry Segmentations  
o ESRI BAO 
o County Assessor’s Office  
o Los Angeles City GIS Portal  
o Los Angeles County GIS Portal  
o ESRI BAO 
o ESRI Tapestry Segmentations 

Value Creation: 

 The system’s ability to extract data from the identified locations is what creates the most value 

for the company and is a primary requirement set forth by the organization. To do this, the system uses 

the tools available within ArcDesktop to extract the addresses from parcels identified within the high 

value locations. This process is done by using data from the City and County that first identifies only 

residential zones. Once the residential zones within targeted areas are identified, Assessor Identification 

Numbers (AIN) are used to generate the corresponding addresses of these properties. The AIN, also 

known as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers, are a unique identifier for each parcel (property) used by the LA 

County Assessor’s Office for tax purposes. The AINs correspond to the address of the parcel. Once the 

AIN are identified they can be cross-referenced against the county’s data sets to create a list of 

addresses. This can then be used for marketing, mailers, and calling lists. These addresses can also be 

inputted back into the GIS and further analysis can be done. This process is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Generating Value 
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Section 5: System Requirements  

 

Operating Systems  

 

 

("ArcGIS Desktop 10.5 System Requirements ", 2017) 
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Hardware Requirements: 

 

 

("ArcGIS Desktop 10.5 System Requirements ", 2017) 
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Citrix ZenApp Requirements: 

 

 

("ArcGIS Desktop 10.5 System Requirements ", 2017) 

 

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure: 

  

 

("ArcGIS Desktop 10.5 System Requirements ", 2017) 
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Software Requirements: 

 

 

("ArcGIS Desktop 10.5 System Requirements ", 2017) 
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Section 6: Summary 

Application Priorities: 

 The priority of this application is the identification of areas at high risk of gentrification by using 

predictive analytics and spatial analyses. The second component, is the ability to generate address lists. 

These lists are where the value in the application is found.    

Data Priorities: 

 The data must be secure, as privacy is a concern of the organization. The data must be accurate, 

and up-to-date. By combining historical data with data that is updated regularly and cross-referencing 

this data against the County Assessor’s Office, it can be surmised that the accuracy of the data is above 

the minimum threshold required for it to be considered valid, up to date, and accurate.  

Costs: 

 There are four major costs of the system, which are the initial sunk cost, training costs, recurring 

licensing costs, and data costs. These costs will be outlined in the Final Implementation Plan. Additional 

possible costs will be included as well; these being the hiring of new employees, the possible need for 

new hardware to run the systems, and additional data costs to expand the functionality of the system.  

Cost/Benefit: 

 The cost/benefit analysis is tied to the value created by being able to accurately forecast high-

value locations and extract the data needed to create value. The system will add value to the company 

as it will give it a competitive, first-mover advantage, and an enterprise GIS that will allow scalability, 

increased functionality, and system integration.  This additional tool will attract more agents to the 

organization, resulting in more listings and an increase in revenue. A detailed cost/benefit analysis will 

be included in the implementation plan. 

Oversight: 

 The GIS will be administered by the executive team of the organization and they will be the 

primary users. Agents will not have direct access to the system as security is a primary concern of the 

organization. Requests for data and information will follow the current organization chart. Agents will 

contact their Agent Liaison who will put an information request in on their behalf. An option of a hiring a 

GIS manager will be included in the implementation plan.  

Contributors: 

 This needs assessment was compiled by John McDermott and Justin Dunaway-Perez with the 

participation of John Maseredjian, VP of John Hart Real Estate.   
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